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What is Cued Speech?

Cued Speech (CS) is a hand coding 

system in which the hand information 

complements the lip-reading

Consonants are coded by hand shapes and 

vowels by hand positions

Video recording 

and feature 

extraction

1. Modelling: GMM-HMM, DNN and 

other Machine learning methods;

2.Lips and hand fusion desychroization.

How can we communicate with deaf people using CS?

Reference

Sound

RMSE speaker1 speaker2 speaker3 Total

Original 

CLNF

3.84

(0.20cm)

4.02

(0.21cm)

3.53

(0.18cm)

3.81

(0.20cm)

Modified

CLNF

1.13

(0.06cm)

0.90

(0.05cm)

0.94

(0.20cm)

0.99

(0.05cm)

Evaluation of dynamic correlation

template model

Bonjour!
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Constrained Local Neural Field (CLNF) 

CLNF is a computer vision method based on CLM, It replaces SVR

patch expert of CLM by the Local Neural Fields (LNF) and uses Non-

Uniform Regularised Landmarks Mean Shift as optimization method.

LNF gives a conditional probability with probability density:

Objective function (Non-Uniform RLMS + patch expert reliability):
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Database The database contains videos of 50 French words which are numbers and 

daily words. Each corpus is uttered 10 times by 3 French subjects, one 

female CS speaker and two male speakers. Real inner lip contour was 

extracted manually by an expert  to evaluate the performance. Lips 

parameters A, B, S were shown in the left figure.

Red curve: Expert determined B parameter (expressed in pixels). Blue curve: B values

by original CLNF landmarks. Black line: B values by proposed method. Green curve:

errors of original CLNF. Magenta curve: errors of Modified CLNF. From the table 1,

Modified CLNF outperforms original CLNF for lip detection in sense of CS processing.

RMSE decreases from 4 pixels (0.2 cm) to 1 pixel (0.05cm).

Speaker 1
Speaker 2

Speaker 3

Table 1: RMSE of three subjects

Blue curve: original luminance variation. Red

curve: smoothed luminance. Green curve: the

smoothed first derivative. Black curve: the

smoothed second derivative. Red curve with stars:

correlation values between the template and the

first derivative curve in function of the position of

the template. Magenta curve with stars: Template.

Proposed solutions and results

Correction results of B parameter 

(orange point is the original CLNF 

landmarks and green points is the 

corrected lips landmarks)

Lips ROI determined by a

blue mark in the forehead.

Automatic Lips ROI detector based on CLNF 

Lips ROI determined by a

center point estimated from

CLNF landmarks.
Remarks:
• Lips ROI is determined by the 20 landmarks of CLNF

• A suitable-sized (140x95 pixels) ROI is determined from this center of

landmarks.

Note: Neural network layer and convolution kernel are used to capture 

non-linear relationships between pixel values and the output responses.

Dynamic correlation template model

to correct Mistaken ‘B’ parameter.

Performance of original CLNF:

Good performance Mistaken ‘B’ for different subjects

Automatic lips tracking based on CLNF 


